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Bruno Siciliano: From Pizza Making to Human Care
Like stories about
science?

In this week’s episode, Bruno Siciliano tells the story of how a late night pizza
delivery to the lab inspires an Advanced Grant proposal in a surprising way.
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Bruno Siciliano is the editor of the Springer Handbook of Robotics (Springer, 2016).
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Read more about robotics at the intersection of technology and humanity.
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Ricardo Rozzi: The Most Beautiful Death I Can Expect
Coming of age in 1970’s Chile, ecologist Ricardo Rozzi reflects on the social and
environmental issues caused by the political climate, plus recounts how a near death

What does robotics have to
do with pizza making? Find
out on today's new podcast
episode! bit.ly/2KWaiAR
#SN_storytellers #scistory
#scicomm

experience impacted the course of his research.
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New episode! Coming of age
in 1970s Chile, an ecologist
reﬂects on the social and
environmental issues caused
by the political climate, plus
recounts how a near death
experience impacted the
course of his research.
bit.ly/2tRvjCN
#SN_storytellers #scicomm
#scistory
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Celebrating International Women in Engineering Day
June 23, 2018 is International Women in Engineering Day. In honor of this day, we
asked Jill Tietjen, editor of the Women in Engineering and Science series to share her
personal experience as one of the first women in her engineering program at the

On the blog today: We're
honoring
#WomenInEngineering Day
(6/23/18) by sharing personal
experiences from women who
were the ﬁrst in their ﬁeld.
bit.ly/2MNnaqO #scistory
#womeninSTEM #scicomm

University of Virginia. Find out why she says having brothers helped her make it
through engineering school and read her advice for women in STEM today.
Can you describe an experience you had as a female engineer student that

Jun 21, 2018

would surprise women in the field today?
Being in the third class of women that had ever attended the engineering school at

Embed

View on Twitter

the University of Virginia, my professors had never had women students and didn’t
know how to deal with them. In addition, we were still using slide rules (calculators
weren’t yet affordable for students). I went to see my thermodynamics professor
during office hours. The first thing he said to me was “Miss Stein (my maiden name),
you used too many significant digits in your answers to the problems.” The second
thing he said to me was, “You are the top man in the class, so to speak.”

Archives

What is your advice for women building their careers in STEM fields today?
Find work and jobs that you do that align with who you are as a person – your
interests and your values. Never stop learning. Get additional formal education that
is appropriate for your career path – whether that be technical or business or
whatever. Learn how to navigate the politics – doing hard work and doing your job
well is not enough to get ahead.

A Woman in Engineering: Excerpts from an Interview with Jill Tietjen

Watch the full video & read other stories by women engineers at Springer.com.
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Chiseche Mibenge: Love Letters for the Girl Child
Chiseche Mibenge‘s youth in Zambia shapes her research on gender based violence
and ultimately inspires her auto-ethnography.
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Laura Meyerson: Science Fueled by Passion
Fueled by her passion for the environment and by way of a career in food styling,
Laura Meyerson shares her unique journey to becoming an ecologist.
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Laura Meyerson is a Professor at the University of Rhode Island in the Department of
Natural Resources Science where she studies invasive species and ecological
restoration.
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